Find the Football!
Complete the maze and help Linden and Tony find their football.

 START

 FINISH
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Who Am I?

Read the three hints given and guess what each person’s job is!

1. Who am I? __________________________________________
   • I help sick people.
   • I am a healer.
   • I take your temperature

2. Who am I? __________________________________________
   • I score touchdowns.
   • I practice on a field.
   • I tackle others.

3. Who am I? __________________________________________
   • I sit on a tall chair.
   • I save people at the beach.
   • I carry a whistle and binoculars.

4. Who am I? __________________________________________
   • I help kids learn.
   • I plan field trips.
   • I give tests.

5. Who am I? __________________________________________
   • I am always smiling.
   • I make people laugh.
   • I wear a red nose.

6. Who am I? __________________________________________
   • I float in the air.
   • I am out of this world.
   • I travel in a rocket ship.
HIKE! Let’s Play Football!

Fill in the blanks to see how well you know the rules of football.

Linden wants to play a game he has never played before. He picks up an oval ball and tells his brother he wants to play (1) __________. This is the first time he is playing this game, so his brother tells him to gather all his friends and make two teams. They are called offensive and (2) __________ teams. His big brother is going to be one of the officials, which is known as a (3) __________.

Linden puts on his (4) __________ to protect himself from getting hurt. The teams get in their positions and the center player starts the game by hiking the ball to the (5) __________. Linden catches the ball and then runs past the other team. He runs into the end zone and his brother raises his arms and says, “You just scored your first (6) __________!”

WORD KEY:

HELMET       TOUCHDOWN       FOOTBALL
QUARTERBACK   REFEREE       DEFENSIVE
Dream Big!
Choose three things you dream about being when you grow up and fill in the sentences.

1) I want to be a _________________________________.
   I would like to be a _____________ because ________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________.
   If I were a ________________ I would __________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________.

2) I also want to be a _________________________________.
   I would like to be a _____________ because __________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________.
   If I were a ________________ I would __________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________.

3) The third thing I would like to be is a _________________________________.
   I would like to be a _____________ because __________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________.
   If I were a ________________ I would __________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________.
**FIND THE FOOTBALL**

**WHO AM I?**

1. Doctor
2. Football Player
3. Lifeguard
4. Teacher
5. Clown
6. Astronaut

**HIKE! LET’S PLAY FOOTBALL**

1. Football
2. Defensive
3. Referee
4. Helmet
5. Quarterback
6. Touchdown

**YOU CAN DO IT!**
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